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Title + subtitle

What does a title mean? What does a title do?
The title of your thesis helps you to explain your topic, as well as the framing of your work. 

Co-creation of Virtual Experiences: How Virtual Reality Can Facilitate Workplace Transformation 
Interior architecture, Kalatian Soroush, 2019.
A Shelf Made of Ceramic: Material exploration of using ceramic in furniture design 
Interior architecture, Jie Luo, 2019.
Durable residential block. Design project in Alppila that aims for longevity
Architecture, Liisa Heinonen, 2019.
Design of Freeform Membrane - Tensegrity Structure
Architecture, Feng Ye, 2019
Steps for Espoo – Towards more walkable and better functioning city centers by means of 
landscape architecture
Landscape architecture, Elina Renkonen, 2019
Garden behind the wall - Restoration plan for Cherry Garden in Suomenlinna
Landscape architecture, Milja Halmkrona, 2019.



Title + subtitle

What does a title mean? What does a title do?
The title of your thesis helps you to explain your topic, as well as the framing of your work. 

Urban Food Production for Socio-Technical Transformations

The Helsinki Metropolitan Region Urban Food Production Niche and its potential 
for transitions towards more sustainable food production systems

Andrea Gilly Márquez, Creative Sustainability, 2019.



Title + subtitle

What does a title mean? What does a title do?
The title of your thesis helps you to explain your topic, as well as the framing of your work. 

Use the material you have produced in 
A1. Assignment 1.  Nature of your Thesis and Preliminary Abstract.

to think about a suitable title + subtitle for your thesis - 
look to other theses for examples of descriptive titles.



Abstract

What is an abstract?
From the Master’s Thesis Guide of the Aalto Universitys School of Arts, Design and Architecture: 

The thesis includes an abstract describing the contents of the work. The purpose of the abstract is to 
summarise the key contents of the thesis in a manner that allows a non-specialist reader to understand 
the main points. The abstract is written in the present tense and includes the key contents of the thesis.
The abstract also includes the details of the thesis such as school, department, programme and major 
for which the thesis has been written, thesis supervisor and thesis advisor(s). The abstract has no 
subheadings. The abstract is written in standard language without abbreviations, but special terminology 
of the field of study is allowed. The abstract may be written on a template; if the template is not used, 
the abstract may be max. one A4 page long and it has to contain the same information as provided on 
the template. The abstract is appended to the thesis.



The abstract is written in two languages: in the language in which the student has been educated 
(Finnish or Swedish) and in English. Students who write their theses in English and have been educated 
in another language than Finnish or Swedish, write the abstract only in English.

The abstract serves also as the maturity essay for the master’s degree. Writing the abstract (the 
maturity essay) in the language in which one has been educated (Finnish or Swedish) is part of 
demonstrating the requisite language proficiency for the degree. For students educated in Finnish or 
Swedish, the version written in the language the student has been educated serves as the maturity 
essay and both its contents and language are checked. The abstracts of students educated in a 
language other than Finnish or Swedish are only submitted for a content check. Students who have 
already demonstrated requisite proficiency in the language in which they have been educated (Finnish 
or Swedish) and written a maturity essay in that language for the bachelor’s degree do not have to 
demonstrate their language proficiency again for the master’s degree. In such cases, only the contents 
of the maturity essay are checked.

Abstract

What is an abstract?



Students educated in other languages than Finnish or Swedish wishing to get feedback or language 
advice on the abstract may have their abstracts checked by an English teacher at the Aalto University 
Language Centre.

The contents of the maturity essay are checked by the supervisor of the thesis or, in the supervisor’s 
absence or indisposition, the director of the master’s programme or a teacher of the department 
assigned by the director. The language of the abstract is checked by the Language Centre. The abstract 
(maturity essay) is evaluated on a scale of Pass/Fail. If the thesis is failed, the abstract is also failed.
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Abstract

What is an abstract?
Use the material you have produced in 
A1. Assignment 1.  
Nature of your Thesis and Preliminary Abstract.
and
A2. Assignment 2.  The Context of your Thesis.
and reacquaint yourself with the lecture
Abstract, H. Hewidy

to work on your abstract and your keywords.

Link to Aalto Into guide

 

Aalto University, P.O. BOX 31000, 00076 AALTO 
www.aalto.fi 

Master of Arts thesis abstract 
 

 

 
Author  Timo Tekijä 
Title of thesis  Title of thesis 
Department  Department 
Degree programme  Degree programme 
Year  yyyy Number of pages  123 Language  Language 

Abstract 
Georgia Regular. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Sed posuere interdum 
sem. Quisque ligula eros ullamcorper quis, lacinia quis facilisis sed sapien. Mauris varius diam vitae 
arcu. Sed arcu lectus auctor vitae, consectetuer et venenatis eget velit. Sed augue orci, lacinia eu 
tincidunt et eleifend nec lacus. Donec ultricies nisl ut felis, suspendisse potenti. Lorem ipsum ligula 
ut hendrerit mollis, ipsum erat vehicula risus, eu suscipit sem libero nec erat. Aliquam erat volutpat. 
Sed congue augue vitae neque. Nulla consectetuer porttitor pede. Fusce purus morbi tortor magna 
condimentum vel, placerat id blandit sit amet tortor. 

Sisennetty kappale, sisennys 3mm. Mauris sed libero. Suspendisse facilisis nulla in lacinia laoreet, 
lorem velit accumsan velit vel mattis libero nisl et sem. Proin interdum maecenas massa turpis sagit-
tis in, non lobortis vitae massa. Quisque purus lectus, posuere eget imperdiet nec id arcu. Vesti-
bulum elit pede dictum eu, viverra non tincidunt eu ligula. 

Mauris sed libero. Suspndisse facilisis nulla in lacinia laoreet, lorem velit accumsan velit vel mattis 
libero nisl et sem. Proin interdum maecenas massa turpis sagittis in, interdum non lobortis vitae 
massa. Quisque purus lectus, posuere eget imperdiet nec sodales id arcu. Vestibulum elit pede 
dictum eu, viverra non tincidunt eu ligula. 

Sisennetty kappale, sisennys 3mm. Mauris sed libero. Suspendisse facilisis nulla in lacinia laoreet, 
lorem velit accumsan velit vel mattis libero nisl et sem. Proin interdum maecenas massa turpis sagit-
tis in, interdum non lobortis vitae massa. Quisque purus lectus, posuere eget imperdiet nec id arcu. 
Vestibulum elit pede dictum eu, viverra non tincidunt eu ligula. 

Sisennetty kappale, sisennys 2mm. Mauris sed libero. Suspendisse facilisis nulla in lacinia laoreet, 
lorem velit accumsan velit vel mattis libero nisl et sem. Proin interdum maecenas massa turpis sagit-
tis in, non lobortis vitae massa. Quisque purus lectus, posuere eget imperdiet nec id arcu. Vesti-
bulum elit pede dictum eu, viverra non tincidunt eu ligula. 

Mauris sed libero. Suspendisse facilisis nulla in lacinia laoreet, lorem velit accumsan velit vel mat-
tis libero nisl et sem. Proin interdum maecenas massa turpis sagittis in, interdum non lobortis vitae 
massa. Quisque purus lectus, posuere eget imperdiet nec sodales id arcu. Vestibulum elit pede 
dictum eu, viverra non tincidunt eu ligula. 

Sisennetty kappale, sisennys 3mm. Mauris sed libero. Suspendisse facilisis nulla in lacinia laoreet, 
lorem velit accumsan velit vel mattis libero nisl et sem. Proin interdum maecenas massa turpis sagit-
tis in, interdum non lobortis vitae massa. Quisque purus lectus, posuere eget imperdiet nec id arcu. 
Vestibulum elit pede dictum eu, viverra non tincidunt eu ligula. Sisennetty kappale, sisennys 3mm. 
Mauris sed libero. Suspendisse facilisis nulla in lacinia laoreet, lorem velit accumsan velit vel mattis 
libero nisl et sem. Proin interdum maece. 
 
Keywords  keyword, keyword, keyword 
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A good question must be answerable - as a whole, or sub-divided into smaller answerable questions.
A good question has appropriate limits - a Master’s Thesis problem is of a different ‘size’ than a Dissertation.

Research Question(s), Design Problem(s)

What are good questions/problems?



A good question tells you how to approach your topic.
A good question must be answerable - as a whole, or sub-divided into smaller answerable questions.
A good question has appropriate limits - a Master’s Thesis problem is of a different ‘size’ than a Dissertation.

Use the material you have produced in 
A3. Assignment 3.  Questions and Answers.
and reacquaint yourself with the 
Readings 2.
Booth et al.: The Craft of Research, 2nd ed., the University of Chicago Press 1995, 40-71.

to structure your questions/problems.
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What are good questions/problems?
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Methods are the processes you use to answer the questions & problems of your Thesis.
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Methods are the processes you use to answer the questions & problems of your Thesis.
Your methods have to be Analytical and you have to apply them in a Systematic way- and you need to 
communicate your process in your work.
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Methods are the processes you use to answer the questions & problems of your Thesis.
Your methods have to be Analytical and you have to apply them in a Systematic way- and you need to 
communicate your process in your work.

Use the material you have produced in 
A3. Assignment 3.  Questions and Answers.
and reacquaint yourself with the 
Readings 2.
Groat and Wang: Architectural research Methods, John Wiley & Sons 2012, 1-19.
and
Readings 3. Optional readings, according to thesis topic & methods
and the lectures
Intro on methods, and Design Research
to figure out the methods you will use (or the methods you will invent!) in doing your thesis.

Methods
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What material do I need?



Material (data, literature, reference projects, maps, drawings, ...) is anything that you need to do your Thesis.
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What material do I need?



Material (data, literature, reference projects, maps, drawings, ...) is anything that you need to do your Thesis.

Material

What material do I need?



Material (data, literature, reference projects, maps, drawings, ...) is anything that you need to do your Thesis.

Use the material you have produced in 
A4. Assignment 4.  Archives - Mental and Physical Sites.
and reacquaint yourself with the lecture
Archives
to figure out the material you need and how to find & collect it.

Material

What material do I need?



Material (data, literature, reference projects, maps, drawings, ...) is anything that you need to do your Thesis.

Use the material you have produced in 
A4. Assignment 4.  Archives - Mental and Physical Sites.
and reacquaint yourself with the lecture
Archives
to figure out the material you need and how to find & collect it. Remember the appropriate attribution of works!

Material

What material do I need?

©? ©? ©? ©? ©?



Introduction

What should I write in my introduction?



The introduction introduces your work to the reader - the Abstract has a definite ‘form’, but the 
Introduction is more free - there you tell about the aims of the Thesis, its motivations and structure - 
you can also reflect on your process. After the introduction the reader is ready to ‘enter’ your Thesis.
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The introduction introduces your work to the reader - the Abstract has a definite ‘form’, but the 
Introduction is more free - there you tell about the aims of the Thesis, its motivations and structure - 
you can also reflect on your process. After the introduction the reader is ready to ‘enter’ your Thesis.

Why should I write an introduction (already)?

Introduction

What should I write in my introduction?



The introduction introduces your work to the reader - the Abstract has a definite ‘form’, but the 
Introduction is more free - there you tell about the aims of the Thesis, its motivations and structure - 
you can also reflect on your process. After the introduction the reader is ready to ‘enter’ your Thesis.

Why should I write an introduction (already)?
Writing is a craft and the sooner you start to work with text, expressing your ideas in words, the 
better you will be able to use text as a tool to achieve your goals. The introduction will change, but 
as an exercise it will be valuable even if nothing of the first draft is left in the final work.

Introduction

What should I write in my introduction?



Schedule

What is relevant in planning my schedule?



Your schedule is a tool for you to plan your work and it also helps you to manage the size of the Thesis.
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Your schedule is a tool for you to plan your work and it also helps you to manage the size of the Thesis.

You can plan your schedule either through ‘forecasting’ or ‘backcasting’.

Forecasting
Planning it step by step and making an estimate how much time each step takes.

Backcasting
Choosing the the time you want to present your Thesis, and then seeing how much time you have & 
allocating the days for each step you need to finish your thesis.
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Your schedule is a tool for you to plan your work and it also helps you to manage the size of the Thesis.

You can plan your schedule either through ‘forecasting’ or ‘backcasting’.

Forecasting
Planning it step by step and making an estimate how much time each step takes.

Backcasting
Choosing the the time you want to present your Thesis, and then seeing how much time you have & 
allocating the days for each step you need to finish your thesis.

Whichever way you choose, remember, that the process is rarely linear, you need to redo things and 
everything is interconnected - the material you gather can influence the initial design problem you are 
interested in and so on.
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Remember, that things take time: printing, bookbinding, model building, ... All are time consuming processes, 
be realistic about their duration.
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Remember, that things take time: printing, bookbinding, model building, ... All are time consuming processes, 
be realistic about their duration.
If your Thesis includes work-phases like interviews, collaborations, workshops - anything that requires the 
input of other people - try to set dates and timetables as early as possible.
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Your schedule is a tool for you to plan your work and it also helps you to manage the size of the Thesis.

Remember, that things take time: printing, bookbinding, model building, ... All are time consuming processes, 
be realistic about their duration.
If your Thesis includes work-phases like interviews, collaborations, workshops - anything that requires the 
input of other people - try to set dates and timetables as early as possible.
Integrate meetings with your supervisor and advisor(s) in your timetable. A few meetings with your 
supervisor, and several with your advisor(s).

Schedule

What is relevant in planning my schedule?



Your schedule is a tool for you to plan your work and it also helps you to manage the size of the Thesis.

Remember, that things take time: printing, bookbinding, model building, ... All are time consuming processes, 
be realistic about their duration.
If your Thesis includes work-phases like interviews, collaborations, workshops - anything that requires the 
input of other people - try to set dates and timetables as early as possible.
Integrate meetings with your supervisor and advisor(s) in your timetable. A few meetings with your 
supervisor, and several with your advisor(s).

Something always happens - do not plan too tight a schedule for yourself.

Schedule

What is relevant in planning my schedule?



We’ll discuss your experiences and questions concerning your Thesis plans and plans for the coming 
semester & conclude the course.

We will give you written feedback on the whole report before the New Year.

What happens in the final session on the 17th?



Master’s Thesis presentations in Architecture 13.12. - 14.12.2021

Master’s Thesis presentations in Landscape architecture 7.12.2021 No works, next session 15.2.2022

Master’s Thesis presentations in Interior architecture 9.12.2021

Current Thesis Evaluations



Weekend!


